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1. INTRODUCTION

The CEGB N.E. Region has recently commissioned two major boiler control
schemes using distributed computer control system.

Both systems have considerable development potential to allow modifications
to meet changing operational requirements. The reason for this work being
the increase in the amount of nuclear base load, the concentration of
load regulation in large 500 MW units, and obsolescence of station ccntrol
equipment.

The distributed approach to control was chosen in both instances so as
to achieve high control system availability and as a method of easing
the commiss ioning programmes.

Both systems may be compared by reference to the following table:-

TABLE 1

Unit Size
Mo. or Controltlorinrs
Interface Equip.
Comp type
Supervisory
Computer
Control Distribution
Computer 1

2
5

D
Commissioning
Period

Other Points

SKELTON GRANGE
POWER STATION

120MW

GEC MEDIA
LSI 11 (Kratos Package)

PDP11/34

Feedwater Control
Steam temperature
Draught Plant-Mill
controls
Master Pressure (coal)
Master Pressure (Oil)
Over b months period
with Unit at load

Display via VT30 system
to operator
Includes fault finding
programs.

THORPE MARSH
POWER STATION

550MW
5

GEC MEDIA
DEC PDP11/03

PDP11/34

k Mill control & Master Pressure
5 Mill control
Feedwater

Steam temperatures
Draught Plant
Installation & Commissioning
during 12 week outage & 2 weeks
after outage.

Connected to large logging &
display system (11/34) and
also to Alarm micro(6800)

The experience gained with these two projects has reinforced the view
that distributed computer systems show advantages over centralised single
computers especially if software is designed for the distributed
system.
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The inherent flexibility has allowed very rapid commissioning. At Thorpe Marsh
the majority of computer systems were installed, hardware tested and
commissioned against simple models during an outage for routine overhaul of 12
weeks duration. Upon unit start up computer control was immediately available
and within two weeks all loops had been optimised for normal operation at a
number of generated loads.

In the first 18 months of operation at Skelton Grange one computer and 2
interface card failures have occurred but the operators have had no problem
in maintaining satisfactory manual control tor the time taken to replace the
parts. The failure rate is in line with our experience and calculations of
predicted oehaviuui. of the systems.

Most of the following paper is concerned with practical points gained from
our experience and not with the overall philosophy of distributed
control and to which we are committed. These advantages are reported
elsewhere (1,2).

2. SYSTEM DESIGN

Both systems are of the star form with the management computer at the centre
and the control computers connected by serial links to the centre (see fig.l).

The reasons for choosing this form of system stem from the design criteria
established, coupled with the communication technology commercially available
at the time of equipment purchase.

2.1 Design Criteria

The basic design problems of distributed systems are to determine how to
distribute the system functions among the various computers, how to
determine the number of computers, and to define the intercommunication
loading between computers.

The basic criteria relating to the system are:-

2.1.1 Each computer controls an area of plant such that in the event
of a computer failure the operator can maintain load on manual
control without penalty other than the potential risk of operator
maloperat ion.

2.1.2 Rach computer shall be capable of stand alone independent operation
in the event of a communications failure or failure of the
management computer.

Consideration was given to the plant control areas and decomposition
of the control of these areas into the different compi:tere. A
number of potential options of numbers of cotuput ers and distribution
oi function were evaluated in the light of the two basic criteria
and an option chosen. The distribution chosen for both systems
is indicated in Table 1.

At this stage little reference was made to computer capabilities
because previous DDC experience indicated that this was not a
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problem as the processing power of an LS111 with 32K words of
memory was considered to be in excess of a minimum requirement
even using the specialised high level language DDACS.

3. CONTROL COMPUTERS

The block diagram of a Skelton Grange target computer system is shown in
Fig.l. Both distributed systems have essentially the same target
computer systems there are however detail differences.

3.1 Memory

Both systems use MOS volatile memory and in order to preserve programs
in the event of power supplies failure both systems use battery back up
systems. The Thorpe Marsh system uses on-board battery back up and
static RAM. Whereas the Skelton Grange System uses a separate battery
supply unit for the dynamic RAM.

Both systems operate satisfactorily but the Skelton Grange system is
more complex in that batteries are trickle charged, it has an
automatic routine test of batteries by connection of a resistive load
and monitoring of the voltage decay to determine the battery condition.

The onboard batteries are a cheaper solution. Due to the inherent high
reliability of the batteries and the extremely low current drain when
supporting the static CMOS memory (0.3 mA max.)a small amount of
deterioration of the cells can be tolerated. Thus a policy of total
cell replacement as a normal maintenance procedure after three years
is sufficient to guarantee the availability of the memory at a level
consistent with required reliability of the total system.

3.2 Actuator Drives

At Skelton Grange, all actuators use stepper motors, at Thorpe Marsh
a further form of actuator drive is used, this is the solenoid operated
actuator.

2.3.1 Stepper M^tor Drives

It is a CEGB standard requirement that in theevent of a
failure of control equipment, that all valves and dampers
freeze (there are some particular exceptions to this rule).
The general method adopted to achieve this for pneumatic
valve and damper drives is by the use of a stepper motor
to act as a position reference with memory for the valve
positioner.

Experience on power plant to date has shown that the stepper
motor type used is very reliable and because they are lightly
loaded consistent resolution of 1 step is normal. Typically
valvas and dampers are arranged to have 2000 steps from end to
end thus a resolution of 0.05% is achieved.

These steppers are driven at a fixed rate of 200 steps per
second giving valve traverse times of 10 sec.
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3.2.2 Solenoid Operated Actuators

At Thorpe Marsh considerable thought has been given to the
design of actuators for hydraulically operated dampers.
Hydraulic actuators are expensive as they contain compTex
internal valves and feedback mechanisms. Recently we have
examined the use of a cheap robust hydraulic power rams
operated by solenoid valves under computer control. The
feedback being taken as position from the final element,
such as damper spindle.

This technique then uses the computer to close the loop and
maintain position control.

This technique works very well under most circumstances bur
it can cause computer loading problems due to the high duty
required to service these position controllers. Also when
manual control is used the feedback mechanism does not exist
so that drift could occur especially in asymmetrically loaded
dampers with leaky solenoid valves. This problem has now been
largely overcome by the inclusion of additional hydraulic
components.

The obvious technique to overcome these problems is to use a
separate micro computer with each actuator to maintain position
control so that n.inu-̂ l inputs just alter input set point and
so that the control computers are less heavily loaded. This
is a development at present being actively pursued.

To minimise this undesirable behaviour at Thorpe Marsh a
rigorous maintenance schedule to minimise leakage is at present
carried out, along with definition of the normal operating
condition as auto control and that manual control is only used
during abnormal conditions.

3.3 Auto/Manual Philosophy

The two schemes differ in the way the computer systems interact with
the operators desk. At Ske" m Grange the operator must request auto
control, if the computer sy n accepts this request (ie plant is
within control, range) then « computer pulls in a relay and controls
tne stepper drive outputs. the computer then assesses whilst in
Auto that a pjant constraint as been reached then the control action is
inhibited the AUTO lamp is t hed and a message passed to the management
computer for display.

If a detectable plant failu:.v- occurs and no alternative control action is
possible then the computer scheme trips the loop to MANUAL control.

Thus it may be stated that the MANUAL mode is the fall back condition
and control cannot proceed from MANUAL to AUTO without operator
selection.
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At Thorpe Marsh however to,AUTO mode is the normal condition and the
transition from AUTO to MANUAL requires operator selection. If the
control regime reaches a plant constraint or detectable failure
occurs then control actions are frozen and the MANUAL lamp is flashed
i.e. computer requesting MANUAL.

This second strategy was decided upon as confidence in the Skelton
Grarge system developed and the techniques for failure detection were
refined. The computer system is considered as a fully integrated
part of the plant.

There has also been a progression from set point inputs being via
analogue potentiometers mounted on the desk at Skelton Grange to set
points in general being entered via a Keyboard at Thorpe Marsh.
More frequently changed set points such as st<=>am pressure are still
by potentiometers and mounted on the desk. Entry via a Keyboard
obviously saves costs on analogue inputs, outputs and reduces the
size of desk layout.

The use of the computer to flash lamps on the desk is part of meeting
the basic criteria in allowing stand alone operation. Normally the
same signal is passed up to the management machine where it is displayed
on a VDU as a plain language message. Loss of communication on the
management computer means that the lamp flashing indicates constraint
or failure condition which the operator must interpret from back panel
meters and knowledge of the plant as the display system will no
longer be functional.

3.4 Watchog

The Watchdogs in both system are identical and are designed to provide a
fail safe response in the event of hardware and software failures.

The Watchdog is reset every 20ms by a signal of alternating l's and O's on
all data lines f' It will only respond if the reset signal is detected
withir a window centred on 20ms and being 2ms wide.

The software provides support for the Watchdog and it is run at the fastest
loop rate available ie.50Hz and as such it has high priority. Failure to
reset the Watchdog causes the card to trip. It is wired to relays which
in general isolate all digital outputs under a trip condition.

The clock signals for stepper motor drives are generated on the Watchdog
card and loss of Watchdog reset also removes the clock signals and so
freezes the stepper output drive.

This feature of synchronising the hardware and a software to the line
frequency 50 Hz guarantee resolution to 1 step of the valve drive systems.

4. MANAGEMENT COMPUTER

The management computers have a number of roles which were defined at an early
stage and are the same for each system.

These roles may be listed:-
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4.1 To support all peripheral device necessary for system operation. This
helps ensure security of control computer by limiting access via the
management computer.

4.2 To provide intercommunication between peripheral devices and plant
control computers in order to allow the building, modifLcation and
tuning of control schemes.

4.3 To hold master library copies of control schemes for use in the event
of failure of MOS memory supplies and for documentary record purposes.

4.4 To monitor the behaviour of control computers and control schemer..
This allows access to plant limits, failure of hardware, status and
alarms from control schemes within the management computer.

4.5 To process and output the. prime or derived signals to hard copy
printers, to semigraphics VDU for operator display, and to store data
on disk for record purposes.

4.6 To provide diagnostic aid programs to assist station engineers determine
the location of faults.

4.7 To support supervisory control by sending set points or other variables
to control computers.

4.8 To support the new CEGB standard realtime software system CUTLASS.

After due consideration of those requirements the management computers were
specified as follows:—

DEC PDP 11/34 with 64 k v/ords core and 6^ k words MOS memory and
floating point processor.

1 1.25 M byte removable cartridge disk
1 2.25 M byte fixed cartridge disk
1 Watchdog
1 Programmable real time clock
1 Clock/calendar module (battery backed)
1 Seraigraphics colour display driver
1 180 cps printer
1 30 cps printer and keyboard
2 VDU
1 Serial line to each target LSI 11

COMMUNICATION

In designing the communications systems there appears to be two distinct
criteria which are basically unrelated which help define the connunications
rate of links between computers.

It is important to note that the following discussion relates to an early
stage in the projects before the CUTLASS software system was available.
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The original software produces alarm signals from the control computers that
are two 10 bit characters which a rate of 2.4 k baud is equivalent to
120 alarm messages per second i.e. approximately 85ms per message.

5.1 The maximum acceptable response time from the initiation of alarm state
to operator display anywhere in the system.

Closer examination of disk access time and overheads due to the DEC
RSX executive indicate that this may be 0.7 sec. per alarm thus the
communication links themselves could operate at 2.4 k baud and give
a response time of 1 alarm per second.

5.2 The acceptable time taken to reload programs into the plant control
computers in the event of memory corruptions due to power fail was
defined at Skelton Grange as being 1 minute per computer.

So with a 28 k work memory of 16 bit words with 10 bits/byte then
9.6 k baud will reload in approximately 56 seconds.

So this second requirement appears to be more onerous and so a serial
line of 9.6 k baud was chosen.

6. SOFTWARE

Over the past few years the N.E. Region of the CEGB has developed a high level
engineer oriented language DDACS MCS for real time online control.

This software system is dependent on DEC computers (it is written in PAL) and
was designed to be used in small stand alone installations.

Considerable experience has been gained in its use for control of power
station plant.

Its main design feature being:-

a) Provision of all common modulating control functions as building
blocks.

b) Provision for selectable control strategies.

c) Provision for inter control loop rjmmunication.

d) Bumpless transfers.

e) Automatic loop starting s( -ncing for time cascade systems.

f) Watchdog support.

g) Built in error checuing and fail safe response for input/output
failures.

h) Automatic initialisation of inactive blocks when caused to run on
branching in program.
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However a re-examination of the CEGB requirements for the whole range
of online real time computing needs for th'fe next fifteen years or so, caused
the definition cf a software system CUTLASS (Computer Users Technical
Language And Software System) that is machine independent by being written
in CORAL 66 and which is designed at the outset to accommodate distributed
and hierarchical computer systems. The last objectives are achieved by the
data structure (GLOBAL, COMMON, LOCAL) and a true communication package.
In other respects CUTLASS has improved versions of the DDACS facilities.

At the time of writing (February 1980) the control programs at Skelton Grange
are being converted to CUTLASS for the first on site trial (3).

An illustrative example in CUTLASS programs is included in FIG.2.

7. REFURBISHMENT OF AGR COMPUTER CONTROL SYSTEMS

In the long term the existing monolithic computer systems used at Hartlepool
and Heysham AGR stations will require replacement due to obsolescence and
thus maintainability of display equipment memory and backing store components.

It is important to realise these stations use DDC for all of the main control
functions of the reactor and the boiler. Auto is the normal operational
state and the manual control is not available.

Because of this essential role of the computer system refurbishment presents
problems in commissioning, testing and gaining confidence in the new system.
The use of a distributed system has advantages in the ability to commission
independently the separate parts of the system without the problems of
program interaction.

It is likely that the basic stragegy of refurbishment will be that individual
functions will be implemented on separate computers running in parallel with
the existing system but without control outputs connected. A test program
will exercise the programs and a period of operation making comparisons
between existing and replacement systems will occur to confirm the system
operation.

The considerations relating to standby provision must be defined in detail
but general principles have been considered:—

a) Increasing the number of computers within a distributed system is
only valid to the point where the control function cannot be further
decomposed. Thus further distribution places essential reliance
upon intercommunication.

b) If however redundant information exists it is appropriate to have
multiple functions contributing to a global data base such that
failure of function only degrades the number of readings of a
parameter available rather than basic control performance
degradation.

Consequently as the multiple plant inputs are routed via different
analogue scanners each one could be serviced by its own separate
computer and whose output is a contribution to the global data base.
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c) The equivalent principle for output actions says that if more
than one actuator affects a controlled plant variable the
provision of a control computer per actuator can provide
resilient control.

d) The application of the previous principles reduces the
requirement of standby provision to a few areas where
very high integrity is required. In the cases where standby
is necessary the recomnended method is to use an identical
computer system with cross linked watchdog interrupting
their outputs.

The programs run continuously so the system is immediately
available to take over control as required.

The likelihood of simultaneous software bugs occurring is low
as the data to each program will be slightly different and
timing difference will occur. Also the use of well tested and
used software systems should also give confidence in the
software reliability.

8. CONCLUSIONS

Experience at two power stations of distributed boiler control system
confirms that such systems have advantages over centralized computer
control systems.

The advantages observed so far stem from ease of conmissioning, flexibility
in modification of software, security and overall system reliability.

Experience has also shown that high level software system (such as CUTLASS)
designed for use on distributed computer systems also contribute significantly
to the advantages.

The design of distributed systems raises a number of interesting technical
points which require solutions optimised to the architecture.

There is now every confidence in the philosophy of distributed computer
control for power station application and guidelines are being developed
to assist in the application ac new stations and refurbishment at conventional
and nuclear plant.
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Figure 2. Part of Superheater Temperature Control Using CUTLASS DDC Language


